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Words from the Chief
of Party, Civil Society:
Mutual Accountability
Project

I take immense pleasure
in bringing to you yet
another issue of the Civil
Society: Mutual
Accountability Project
(CS:MAP) monthly
newsletter. I sincerely
hope that this 21st issue
will help us reflect upon
activities and
achievements from the
month of June 2019, share
with and learn from one
another, cherish the
collective results that we
have achieved this far,
and aspire to do more
towards advancing the
Nepali public interest. As
with the earlier issues, we
anticipate that you will
enjoy going through this
edition, and provide
feedback on making
future editions even more
interesting and fruitful.
Happy reading!
Bishnu Sapkota
Chief of Party, CS:MAP;
Country Director, FHI 360
Nepal

Strengthening Enabling Environment for Civil Society and Media
Organizations in Nepal
CSOs to Develop Common Position on Draft Bill of Social
Organization Act, 2018
NGO Federation of Nepal (NFN)
in collaboration with Jagaran
Media Centre organized a dialogue
with civil society organizations
(CSOs) on the draft Bill of Social
Organization Act, 2018 in
Kathmandu on June 14, 2019. The
objective of the program was to
discuss on the various provisions
of the draft Act and develop a common CSO position for advocacy and lobby
with government.
Padma Prasad Khatiwada, General Secretary, Human Rights Alliance, said
that it's high time to decide on CSOs common position to amend some of the
provisions of the draft Bill. Arjun Kumar Bhattarai said, 'The government is
initiating stringent measures to curb CSOs fundamental rights. So, it is
imperative for all of us to prepare our common position.'
Some of the opinions expressed during the open discussion were as follows:
CSOs role has been under scrutiny and misunderstood by the government. The
government is trying to control CSOs rather than strengthening monitoring
and allowing CSOs to work independently. The content of the amendment Bill
of the National Human Rights Act, 2011, Media Council Bill, 2019, and the
Guthi (Trust) Bill, 2019 show that the government wants to control the CSOs.
Other opinions were as
follows: Social Welfare
Council (SWC) should be
restructured and renamed
as Social Development
Council (SDC) and the
abolition of the SWC is
not the solution; there

must be an independent monitoring mechanism for CSOs; registration and renewal process should be easy; CSOs
registered in one location should be allowed to work all over the country as well as internationally, as needed; CSOs
should be categorized based on the nature of their work; all three layers of government should hold regular
consultations with CSOs; there is the need for greater cooperation and collaboration between CSOs and media; and
there is the need for CSOs to be involved in the drafting of policies and laws, rather than waiting for drafts to be
shared and discussed at a later time.
It was jointly decided that CSO representatives and prominent civil society leaders would visit the ministers and
submit the CSO common position. There were 80 participants (female 17) representing NGOs, INGOs, federations,
alliances, and CSO coalition networks.
Dialogue to Promote Corporate Social Responsibility Organized
GoGo Foundation in collaboration with National Business Initiative (NBI) organized a dialogue among civil society
organization (CSO) leaders, government officials and business leaders to promote corporate social responsibility
(CSR) through civil society in Lalitpur on June 21, 2019.
Kedar Khadka Executive Director of GOGO Foundation, said there is a dire need to forge ties between CSOs and
corporate houses. He spoke about collaboration between GoGo Foundation and the Department of Transport
Management for digitizing and indexing of more than 21,000 driving license database and the change the
partnership brought about.
Monish Bajracharya, Program Manager of NBI, highlighted the concepts, practices and issues of CSR in Nepal. He
explained how the seven principles of CSR along with the UN framework related to CSR, has not been effective in
the absence of clarity in state policy. Pushpa Raj Shahi, Joint Secretary at the Ministry of Industry and Supplies,
stressed on how CSR could be instrumental in uplifting the socio-economic condition of the deprived groups.
Prateek Pradhan, Editor-in-Chief of 12khari.com, an online news portal, said that it would be prudent to follow the
internationally accepted principle based on triple Bs - belief, business and behavior. 'We should focus on how we
can draw the attention of business houses to support CSOs financially and improve the situation of the poor people,'
he added.
Dipendra Bahadur Chettri, Former Governor of Nepal Rastra Bank, argued that the state must change its laws and
structures to respond to the rapid changes in the environment. As CSO are financially weak, it is prudent to partner
with corporate houses. Rajendra Senchury, Anjana Shakya, Sanju Singh BK, Govinda Neupane, Bhim Prakash
Khadka, Ram Prasad Subedi, Jeet Ram Lama and Sanjeev Ghimire also expressed their opinions.
A joint declaration was made at the end of the program. Kush Kumar Joshi, Vice-President of NBI, said that the
event created a vibe and can be seen as an initiation on partnership between corporate houses and CSOs. Sixty-five
(female 27) people participated in the event.
Current Budget Reviewed from a GESI Lens
CS:MAP organized an interface on the Fiscal Year 2019-20 Budget in Kathmandu on 13th June 2019 with the
objective of reviewing the budget from a GESI (Gender Equality and Social Inclusion) lens. Of the total budget of
Rs. 1.315 trillion, 28% was assessed as qualifying as gender-responsive budget (GRB), of which, 38% was direct,
36% indirect, and 26% neutral gender-responsive. Of the total GRB, 51% was allocated to health, 34% to education,
14% to agriculture, and 1% for women’s empowerment.
Referring to the SDGs ethos 'Leaving No One Behind', a representative from an organization working for people
with disability emphasized on the need to properly allocate budget considering the concerns, problems and

……

challenges that people with disability face, and to enhance the capacity and develop disabled-friendly infrastructures
and information systems.
Similarly, a participant representing the lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, transgender and intersex (LGBTI) community
expressed disappointment over non-engagement in budget planning and allocation process, and no budget allocation
for LGBTI. She urged all to extend support and solidarity for fair distribution of resources.
Other key concerns raised were the low budget allocated to the Ministry of Women, Children and Senior Citizens,
and the National Women Commission; lack of neutral gender-responsive allocation in the employment, sports,
home affairs and communication sectors; lack of clear policy and operational modality of the budget; and poor
implementation and inaction of the government in utilizing skills of local women.
While the panelists mainly raised the issues of budget misuse, the lack of competent staff and proper guidelines
resulting in low expenditure of development budgets at the local levels was also discussed. They underscored the
role of civil society organizations (CSOs) and media to ensure timely and effective utilization of budget provisioned
for GESI.
Altogether 46 people including representatives of CSOs, media, LGBTI community, people with disability, policy
makers, students of Social Work and Economics, and university professors, participated in the program. Federal
Assembly Members, Section Officer of the Department of Women and Children and Member of National Planning
Commission were the panelists.
Civil Society and Media Engagement with Government for Effective Public Resource Use and Service
Delivery
Local Government Representatives Pledge to Implement OGP Principles and Working Modality
Elected representatives of local governments and civil society leaders of Nuwakot district pledged to explore the
possibility of developing and implementing Open Government Partnership (OGP) working modality. The
commitment was made at an interaction on OGP organized by CDC-Nepal, Nuwakot on June19, 2019. The
objective was to enhance the common understanding of civil society organizations (CSOs) and local governments
on the principles of OGP and its working modality.
The Legal and Policy Advisor of CS:MAP
presented a paper on the concept and context of
OGP working modality at the local government
level. He shared examples of how OGP is being
practiced by local governments of other
countries and Nepal. The initiatives of
Neelakantha Municipality of Dhading and
Nepalgunj Sub-metropolis, Banke were shared
as examples of OGP working modality in local
government units in Nepal.
Representatives of local government shared their experiences on how they had been working to ensure citizen
engagement at the local level. Santa Man Tamang, Coordinator of District Coordination Committee, Nuwakot; Tara
Rimal, Vice Chair of Tarekeshwor gaunpalika and Drona Pokhrel, Chief District Officer of Nuwakot suggested
that local governments should ensure public participation in budget making, planning and decision making of
Nuwakot district.

Elected representatives and members of civil society expressed their commitment to expand such discussion at the
Palika level and implement the OGP working modality. Political party representatives urged the local government
units to engage citizens in local-level planning process, policy formulation and decision making.
A total of 53 participants (female 17) including Maya Devi Ghale, Vice Chair of Kispang gaunpalika; Min Kumar
KC, Chairperson of NGO Federation District Chapter, Nuwakot; CSO leader Indra Bahadur Pandit and Shiba
Devkota, and Surendra Adhikari of Nepali Congress Party and Yam Kumar Khati of Nepal Communist Party,
among others, participated in the program.
Local Governments Allocate Budgets for Sickle Cell Anemic
People
Rural Women Development Centre, Dang, has been advocating for free medical
treatment to sickle cell anemic people in the district. The organization has been
demanding for the local government to allocate budget for free treatment of the
people suffering from the anemia. Sickle cell anemia is endemic mainly to the
Tharu community in the terai, despite sporadic cases detected among people of
hill origin.
Hence, RWDC has been urging local governments to allocate budget for the
treatment of the anemic people and to raise awareness on timely health checkup
of the Tharu people. RWDC has discussed the issue with locally elected
representatives and stakeholders and at the Sajhedari Manch and Sajha Sabha,
and has submitted a memorandum to Ghorahi Sub-metropolis.
As a result, the Sub-metropolis has begun conducting blood donation for sickle cell anemic people. It has also
allocated Rs 1.5 million to provide free blood, free health checkup, and awareness raising program. Similarly,
Tulsipur Sub-metropolis also allocated Rs 1 million for the treatment of sickle cell anemic people. Likewise, the
province 5 government has also taken up the initiative for the provision of free treatment, awareness raising and
equipment.
District Coalition Monitors Schools
On the initiation of Development Exchange Centre Nepal (DEC Nepal) the district-level coalition members
monitored education service in Manahari gaunpalika on June 25, 2019. The oversight was based on the checklist
and preparation made at the coalition meeting. The district monitoring team visited two schools, observed the
teaching-learning situation and interacted with service providers and provided feedback.
Kumari Waiba, Coalition Coordinator; Sarita Dahal Vice-Chair of Federation of
Nepali Journalists (FNJ) District Chapter, Makawanpur; Tirtha Thapa from
Federation of Adivasi Janajati; Dhiraj Dhakal, journalist; Sadhu Ram Chaulagain,
Chairperson of Parent-Teachers' Association (PTA), visited the Mahendra Kiran
Secondary School and United Secondary Boarding School of Manahari
gaunpalika and interacted with members of school management committee
(SMC), students and teachers.
The oversight focused on interaction between students and teachers, participation
of child club in school activities, frequency of SMC and PTA meetings, social
audit, child-friendly infrastructure, and water supply, among others. The oversight
identified the following key areas of improvements: lack of potable drinking water;
lack of sanitary pads; need for transparency and visibility of learning achievements of the students and the school’s
income and expenditure statements; and the high turnover of teachers in private schools. The SMC committed to
address those problems.

Meanwhile, DEC Nepal also supported the Listening, Discussion and Action
Group (LDAG) members to hand over a memorandum to the Manahari
gaunpalika advocating for target-group budget allocation and provision in
their policy.
The memorandum included issues like: meaningful civic participation in the
local-level planning process;
formulation of policy that
guarantees allocation of at least
25% budget to Janajati, Dalits, women, people with disability, and
minorities; civil society engagement in policy formulation process; and
wider public participation in programs organized by the gaunpalika,
among others.
DEC Nepal also handed over the report of the evidence-based action research carried out on ‘provision of target
group budget allocation’ to the Manahari gaunpalika. Receiving the memorandum, Ek Raj Upreti, Chairperson of
the gaunpalika pledged commitment to address the issues.
CS:MAP Partner Supports to Draft Good Governance Policy
Samudayik Sarathi has supported Roshi Gaunpalika in Kavre district in drafting its Good
Governance Policy and handed it over to Dan Bahadur Lama, Chair of the Gaunpalika.
After receiving a request from the Gaunpalika, Samudayik Sarathi conducted meetings
with the Gaunpalika and discussed framework and the contents to be included in the
policy. Samudayik Sarathi drafted the good governance policy and shared with media,
civil society and other stakeholders of Kavre on June 6, 2019 for their inputs.
The draft policy was revised with feedback from
the stakeholders and shared with the executive
committee and members of the Good Governance
Committee at the Gaunpalika on June 20, 2019.
Roshi Gaunpalika also sought feedback and inputs
from citizens through radio program. Following a series of participatory
approaches in seeking feedback on the draft policy, Samudayik Sarathi
prepared and handed over a final draft to the chair of the Gaunpalika on June
26, 2019. The Gaunpalika has assured that it will table the policy in the upcoming village assembly for endorsement.
HEAD Coalition Conducts Public Service Oversight
Health, Education, Agriculture and Disaster Risk Reduction (HEAD) coalition in Kavre district carried out
oversight of public services being provided by a health post in the Roshi Gaunpalika. With a checklist of indicators,
the coalition monitored Mangaltar Health Post and interacted with staff,
beneficiaries and members of the management committee.
During the oversight, the coalition team found that waste produced by the
health post was not properly managed, citizens did not have easy access to
the health post because it was located in a remote area, medicines were
limited, only one ambulance was available, and the ambulance fare was high.
The CSO coalition handed over a report of oversight to Laxmi Gartaula, vice
chair of Roshi Gaunpalika. She pledged that she would discuss those issues with the staff and health post

management committee and that the Gaunpalika would also ask the health post to prepare an action plan to address
the gaps.
Media and CSOs Meet for Joint Action
Samudayik Sarathi organized a meeting between civil society
organizations (CSOs) and media at Chautara, district headquarters of
Sindhupalchowk on June 21, 2019 to launch a joint initiative for
proactive disclosure of information.
Yuba Raj Puri, a former chairperson of the Federation of Nepali
Journalists (FNJ) District Chapter, said that all CSOs and government
agencies should at least publicize 20 types of information on a quarterly
basis as required by the Right to Information Act, 2007.
Kishwor Budathoki, Joint Secretary of FNJ Sindhupalchowk Chapter, said that proactive disclosure had not been
effective due to poor knowledge on proactive disclosure provisions. The meeting agreed to develop a monitoring
mechanism to find out whether public bodies/agencies publicize information proactively. The meeting ended up
with an action plan to monitor proactive disclosure by public bodies in the district. Total participants were 12, of
which 4 were female.
Gaunpalika Initiates Participatory Policy-Making Process
Human Rights Protection and Legal Service (HRPLSC) organized a discussion program on June 25, 2019 to seek
feedback and comments from concerned stakeholders on a draft agriculture
policy. Sarumarani Gaunpalika in Salyan district requested HRPLSC to
facilitate discussion on the draft policy so that citizens including
stakeholders could provide their inputs to the policy.
This was a new approach undertaken by the Gaunpalika to share its draft
policy with stakeholders and collect feedback from them. Besides feedback
on the policy, the participants also raised issues to be included in the policy
such as providing identity cards to farmers, develop agriculture development
fund, develop mechanisms so that farmers get loans and technical support
easily and efficiently, manage agricultural market so that farmers can sell
their products at one place. Gaunpalika chair made commitments to include
those feedback in the policy.
Bheriganga Municipality to Incorporate CSO's Plan
Sundar Nepal, has been supporting the local government in Surkhet
district to make them accountable by applying the minimum
requirements (standards) for good governance. As part of ongoing
collaboration with the local government, Sundar Nepal presented
their programs and budget to the Bheriganga Municipality for the
next fiscal year.
The municipality also shared their progress status with the civil
society organizations (CSOs), which was helpful to mutually
understand each other's priorities, minimize duplication of work, and create an enabling environment in the
municipality. The municipality decided to include the plan and budget of CSOs into their annual plan and budget
and to support the CSOs in their work.

Municipality Takes Initiative to Develop Local Curriculum
The Sajhedari Manch held in Dipayal-Shilgadhi Municipality on June 22, 2019 discussed on the need for
developing local curriculum for school-level education and decided to forward the agenda to the upcoming
municipal council meeting. Sajhedari Manch members agreed on the importance of local curriculum to preserve
the local tradition of far western region.
The constitution of Nepal allows the local government to develop and
use local curriculum with the weightage of 100 marks at school level
and the municipality agreed on the issue and has begun the process
to develop local curriculum.
The Common Assembly meeting has incorporated the agenda into its
action plan and presented the same at the Sajhedari Manch for further
action. Apart from this, issues like budget allocation for regular
health checkup of students in community schools, and finalizing the
governance policy of the municipality were also discussed.
Common Assembly Plays a Catalytic Role in Raising Fund for Drinking Water Scheme
Domilla village of Krishnapur Municipality-1 in Kanchanpur district has been facing problem of safe drinking
water since long. The issue was raised at the Common Assembly (CA) meeting facilitated by Sanjeevani Nepal.
Based on the discussion held in the CA, a users' committee was formed and given the responsibility to initiate
further action to get safe drinking water.
The users' committee with the support from the Ward and the
municipality coordinated with the District Drinking Water
Corporation. The corporation agreed to take forward the plan for
providing safe drinking water supply to the villagers. The estimated
cost of the project was Rs. 120 million and the users’ committee
was expected to raise 1 percent of the total cost (Rs. 1.2 million)
from community contributions, as is the norm for public private
partnership projects.
While the project was approved and survey completed, it became
an uphill task for the users' committee to collect such a huge
amount from the 1,500 or so, poor and marginalized beneficiary
households. The issue was discussed at the CA meeting. The meeting decided to approach the municipality through
the Ward chairperson. They visited Karna Hamal, Mayor of the municipality, who provided Rs 300,000.
Similarly, community forest users group of the Ward provided Rs 500,000, Ward No. 1 provided Rs 200,000. The
remaining amount was collected from mothers groups and others. Now the total amount has been collected and
deposited at a bank. This has raised the hope of the people to now get safe drinking water at their doorsteps.
Public Hearing Begins to Show Its Impact in Ramechhap District
Human Rights Awareness and Development Center (HURADEC) Nepal, Dolakha, has been making efforts to
improve governance of the local government agencies in Dolakha and Ramechhap districts by organizing public
hearings, social audits and public audits, among others.

Now the efforts have begun bearing fruit as the local government has started fulfilling their commitments made at
the public fora mentioned above. In a public hearing conducted on May 23, 2019, Gokul-Ganga gaunpalika in
Ramechhap district had committed to provide potable drinking water to each household within three years. Now
the gaunpalika has divided responsibilities to realize their commitment. People are collecting stone and sand and
the gaunpalika is delivering cement and pipes for construction of water storage and distribution facilities. Khadga
Bahadur Sunuwar, Chairperson, said that they would be able to supply drinking water to the villagers much ahead
of the deadline, if things move at the current pace. As a result of the public hearing, the gaunpalika is also making
efforts to improve governance.
Regular Interaction between Media and Service
Providers Emphasized
Institute for Human Rights Communication (IHRICON)
organized an interaction on June 20, 2019 at Lalitpur with an
objective of giving continuity to interaction between media and
service providers and establishing contacts for smooth flow of
information from the service providers.
The interaction also emphasized on facilitation through a media
network that ensures the dissemination of information to the
citizens in an effective manner. Representatives from the
Reconstruction Authority of Nepal (RNA) and journalists
themselves, suggested that journalists should develop a network so that service providers would be able to share
information easily with journalists.
The three department heads from the NRA highlighted the status of the achievements, challenges and issues related
to reconstruction of the houses, government offices, community structures and infrastructure. Yam Nath Giri,
Monitoring and Evaluation Expert, District Planning Implementation Division of NRA, made a presentation on the
overall status and challenges with regard to individual houses, local infrastructure and Buddhist monastery
reconstruction.
According to the NRA representatives, out of the 28,435 households having an agreement with NRA for the first
installments, 23,818 families have received the second and third installments. The drop-out of 4,617 household is
due to non-compliance to the agreement. Altogether, about 28% houses have been reconstructed. Likewise, Chandra
Kaji Gurung, Department Chief of NRA, said that NRA was strict with compliance issues. Similarly, 16 Buddhist
monasteries in Lalitpur are under reconstruction and each of them is entitled to a financial support worth NRs. 2.5
million.
Capacity Building of CSOs and Media
Capacity of CSO Activists Built
Informal Sector Service Center (INSEC) organized a “Workshop on Promoting Accountability and Professionalism
of Nepali Civil Society Organizations” on June 20 and 21, 2019 in Kathmandu. The objective was to enhance the
understanding and knowledge of youth activists on Civil Society Organizations' (CSOs') governing legal and policy
issues, instruments and contexts.
Similarly, it aimed to enhance their capacity for further strengthening the CSOs’ accountability, transparency and
credibility. Bijaya Raj Gautam, Executive Director of INSEC, presented the context of the CSO governance in
Nepal where 36 (16 female) participants from the youth led organizations participated.

The first session on “Ensuring Social Accountability and Transparency of CSOs” was facilitated by Jit Ram Lama,
Chairperson of NGO Federation of Nepal. Lama encouraged the participants to ensure the tools and policies to
promote transparency of CSOs, emphasized on being accountable to the people to whom they were serving. Kedar
Khadka, Chief Executive of GoGo Foundation, facilitated the session on “Internal Governance and Policies for
Promoting CSO’s Credibility” which focused on the principles of CSOs. Khadka presented a paper on people
management, policy formation, implementation and evaluation, mechanism for handling grievances, resource
management, communication and integrity. Shree Ram Bajagain, Project Coordinator of INSEC, made a
presentation on CSO governing legal and policy frameworks in Nepal.
Internal Governance of CSOs Enhanced through OCA
Nepal Participatory Action Network (NEPAN), Nepal National Social
Welfare Association (NNSWA), and MITRA Samaj have completed
the third round of Organization Capacity Assessment (OCA) of 14 civil
society organizations using CS:MAP OCA tools. CS:MAP conducted
OCA of its partner CSOs to access their capacity on institutional
governance and compare current status with the baseline established in
2017. After the assessments, with the support from intermediary
service organizations (ISOs) CSOs prepared Institutional Improvement
Plan for the next one year covering major gaps identified on 39 subdomains under 7 main domains - Governance, Administration, Human
Resource Management, Financial Management, Organization
Management, Program Management and External Relationships.
CS:MAP capacity building team backstopped each ISO to ensure the quality of assessment, mentored new ISO
staff in assessments and facilitated the process. The assessment resulted in the increment in capacity score of CSOs
in major 7 domains as outlined in the chart.
The cumulative score chart of 14 CSOs shows significant increment in OCA compared to the baseline in 2017.
The overall increment in third round of OCA is 3.23 percent, which 66.53 percent increment from the baseline
2.20 percent in 2017.
Advocacy Capacity of CSOs Accessed
Nepal Participatory Action Network (NEPAN), Nepal National Social Welfare Association (NNSWA) and MITRA
Samaj conducted the third round of Advocacy Readiness Index (ARI)
assessment of 14 civil society organization (CSO) partners in May and
June 2019.
In accordance with the findings from the assessments, the intermediary
service organizations (ISOs) supported to prepare and adjust the ARI
capacity building plan for the next one year. Advocacy capacity was
measured in 13 advocacy domains on a scale from 0 to 5, where 5 indicates
very good advocacy capacity. As a result of the third round of assessment,
the advocacy capacity of CSOs grew by 1.95 percent compared to the
baseline (0.87 percent) established in 2017.
CS:MAP capacity building team backstopped each ISO to ensure the
quality of assessment, mentored new ISO’s staff in assessments and
facilitated the process. The chart presents the advocacy capacity of 14
CSOs measured through the third round of ARI assessment with the
baseline of advocacy established in 2017.

Capacity of Implementing Partners Built
CS:MAP organized a two-day Capacity Building Workshop for its implementing partner organizations in the
western region on 20-21 June 2019 in Nepalgunj. Divided into three segments - Administrative and Human
Resource Management, SharePoint Application, and Harassment Prevention, the workshop aimed at building
institutional capacity on efficient organization of people and resources and effective financial reporting systems
and promoting harassment-free workplaces.
The session on Harassment Prevention covered topics like what qualifies as harassment in the workplace in
reference with Harassment-free Workplace Policy of FHI 360 and how to spot and prevent harassment at work.
Demonstrated through different scenarios and videos combined with personal experience sharing, role play and
discussions, the session helped broaden understanding of harassment. The session made it clear that workplace
harassment occurs where work-related activities take place and can happen to anyone and can be spotted
considering context, location, and situation. Tips to prevent harassment were given and emphasis was laid on the
need to speak out whenever one faces or witnesses inappropriate conduct.
Administrative and Human Resource Management
session focused on procurement processes and inventory
management, and the essentials and functions of human
resource management that lead to efficacy and efficiency.
Value-added tax reconciliation and refund process and the
significant changes introduced by the Finance Ordinance
2019-20 were also discussed. Similarly, an IT session
introduced
SharePoint
Application
through
demonstration. Altogether 25 participants including board
members and administration and finance personnel
attended the workshop.
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